
2016 Summer Assignment 

 AP Language and Composition 

Rider High School 
 

You will read two books for AP Language and Composition this summer.  One will be 
required and one will be a choice novel.  
 

Required Novel: In Cold Blood by Truman Capote 
 
Assignment: Due the first Tuesday of school (August 23) 
 
Introduction:  
One aspect of In Cold Blood that became controversial after its publication is the role of an author as an 
objective journalist when publishing nonfiction prose. Many critics claim that Capote was too closely engaged 
with the people involved with the murders to present a fair and unbiased account of the events. Others claim 
that, as a writer, he has the right to present any perspective on the situation in any manner he chooses.  
 
Assignment:  
Assignment: Read and annotate one required novel over the course of the summer. You must read and annotate In Cold 
Blood by Truman Capote. You need 125 annotations for In Cold Blood. Refer to the annotation guides in this packet for 

instructions. *All annotations must be numbered. Annotations must be spread throughout the novel. All 
five different categories for annotations must be used. Points will be deducted for large areas that are 
void of annotations or large sections that are only annotated for one rhetorical device.* 

 
Three methods for annotations 

 
Traditional annotation method - Students who use the traditional annotation method have an advantage on the AP 
literature and composition test over students who use another method since this method most directly translates to 
annotating passage on the test. Books with larger margins, usually not the mass market paperbacks, work best for this 
method. Students will highlight in their books. They chose a margin area in the book near the highlighted section, number 
their annotation, label the annotation, and write out the significance directly on the page.  
 
Post-it note method - Students who use the post-it note method still highlight and number annotations in the book. Then 
they either use full adhesive post-it notes on the directly on the page or they use page markers or tabs at the edge of the 
pages to write out their label and significance.  
 
Annotation sheet method - Students who use an annotation sheet still highlight in the book, but instead of writing their 
annotations in the margins, they number them. Then, they have a sheet of handwritten or typed labels and commentary 
(significance) that are numbered to correspond with the highlighted sections.  
 

Pro tip - Make a Calendar for Reading 
 

You have the entirety of the summer for this assignment, but if you put off reading until the end of summer, you may find 
yourself with too much work and not enough time the weeks before school starts. Plan your summer reading, and share 
your plan with someone who will help keep you accountable. Get a calendar or print out a calendar for the summer. Mark 
out any days you will not have to work (ie. vacations, sporting events, work days). Preview your novels and divide into 
readable chunks. Write your sections out on your calendar and mark off your reading tasks as you complete them. 
Reading while annotating will slow you down, but you will gain a deeper understanding of what you are reading. Many 
students prefer to read a predetermined section and lightly underline while reading. After reading the section, go back to 
the underlined sections and annotate.  

http://www.post-it.com/wps/portal/3M/en_US/PostItNA/Home/Products/~/Post-it-Super-Sticky-Full-Adhesive-Notes-3-in-x-3-in-Aqua-Wave-2-Pads-Pack?N=4327+3294413770&rt=rud
http://www.post-it.com/wps/portal/3M/en_US/PostItNA/Home/Products/~/Post-it-Page-Markers-Assorted-Ultra-Colors-1-2-in-x-2-in-100-Pad-5-Pads-Pk?N=4327+3294644028&rt=rud
http://www.post-it.com/wps/portal/3M/en_US/PostItNA/Home/Products/~/Post-it-Tabs-2-inch-Rio-de-Janeiro-Collection-6-Tabs-Color-5-Colors-30-Tabs-Pack?N=4327+3294276317&rt=rud


Choice Novels:  Blink by Malcom Gladwell 

      Outliers by Malcom Gladwell 
   

Assignment: Due the first Wednesday, of school (August 24) 
 
Introduction:  
 

Blink: “[Gladwell] revolutionizes the way we understand the world within. Blink is a book about how we 
think without thinking, about choices that seem to be made in an instant - in the blink of an eye - that 
actually aren't as simple as they seem.” 
 
Outliers: “Malcolm Gladwell takes us on an intellectual journey through the world of "outliers" - the best 
and the brightest, the most famous and the most successful. He asks the question: what makes high-
achievers different? His answer is that we pay too much attention to what successful people are like, and 
too little attention to where they are from: that is, their culture, their family, their generation, and the 
idiosyncratic experiences of their upbringing.” 
 
Assignment:  
After having thoroughly read your choice novel (at least once), begin to consider the nature of Gladwell’s 
argument. First, establish what you believe to be the overall argument.  Then, compose an argumentative 
essay in which you defend or challenge that argument. Specific textual evidence should be provided from 
your novel as well as from any source(s) you deem appropriate. Please document citations you include in MLA 
format.  (Visit Purdue OWL website for any help with MLA formatting.) 
 
One primary component of this AP English Language Course will be the composition of effective, credible, 
logically sound arguments. This assignment should assist you in practicing this critical skill.  
 
The essay will be due on the first Wednesday of the class. It should be a minimum of 700 words, follow the 

standard formatting (12-pt font, Times New Roman, double-spaced), and have at least three citations from your 

choice novel. 

 

*IF THERE IS ANY EVIDENCE OF PLAGIARISM OR REPEATED ASSIGNMENTS FOR EITHER NOVEL, YOU WILL 

RECEIVE A “0” WITH NO CHANCE OF A SECOND ATTEMPT. 

 

 

I am excited to have you as part of our AP program.  Enjoy your summer, and I will see you in August! 

Kristy Ciuba 

 

 

 

kciuba@wfisd.net  

 

 



In Cold Blood Annotation Guide 

You MUST use the color codes below to annotate your novel. Find rhetorical devices and then highlight 

them using the color beside the devices listed below.  Use highlighters rather than markers so that the color is 

less likely to bleed through the page.  Next to the highlighting, name the device and in a few words state its 

significance.  You won’t have room for sentences here.  Ex:  Highlight some imagery in blue.  Next to it 

write: Imagery: carries out danger/security theme or Symbol: color – blackness of despair  

*Each annotation must contain a highlight, a label, and significance. See the annotation guide for more 

information. No credit will be given for annotations without all three parts. 

 

Rhetorical Devices 

Comparisons & Contrasts: Orange 
Gender roles 

Social class 

 

Characterization: Yellow        Symbolism: Pink 

P = Perry Edward Smith   W = Willie-Jay    The Silver Dollar 

D = Richard Eugene Hickock  F = Floyd Wells    Mexico 

H = Herbert Clutter   L = Lowell Lee Andrews   Golden Parrot 

B = Bonnie Clutter   He = Mr. Helms                   Nancy’s Diary 

N = Nancy Clutter                                  Al = Alfred Stoecklein    Tattoos 

K = Kenyon Clutter   Be = Bess Hartman   Two gray cats  

Bo = Bobby Rupp    Ba = Barbara Johnson   Death row 

A= Alvin Dewey    Do = Don Cullivan     

Ha = Harold Nye 

R = Roy Church 

C= Clarence Duntz 

T = Tex John Smith 

S = Susan Kidwell 

  

Theme Ideas: Green  

Masculinity                                       Feminity                     Religion 

Family                                                       Criminality                                  Mental illness 

Identity          Rural America    Storytelling 

Evil          Loss of innocence     

     

Language Devices/Imagery: Blue 

Syntax (sentence Structure) 

Figurative Language (simile, metaphor, hyperbole, personification, allusion, irony, etc) 

Diction (Choice of words, speech: colloquial, formal, etc) 

Point of view (first-person, third-person, etc) 

Tone (the attitude of the author toward the subject such as humorous, serious, grave, didactic, etc.) 


